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JtB Dive LogBook Crack Keygen is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an
advanced logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window will be
displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user interface of the program is quite
neatly organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked
or moved as you desire, and they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple windows with statistics and
information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows quick syncing JtB Dive LogBook
allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your PC. The statistics uploaded into
JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful overview of the diver's performance.
Insightful statistics about the locations and number of dives The application allows you to put together an in-depth database of
information and statistics about the number of dives, the date and location, giving you an insightful overview of your diving
activity. Also, from the statistics gathered by JtB Dive LogBook, you can analyze your diving performance improvement over
time. The application allows you to create multiple diver profiles and also, you can add various diving locations, for easily
selecting them when creating an event. For easily accessing the windows or actions you require, the program comes with various
shortcut keys, which can be customized in order to fit your needs. An advanced and reliable diving statistics logger JtB Dive
LogBook comes with an easy to use and ergonomic interface that allows you to record advanced and insightful information
about diving events, making the program an inspired solution for those who need to keep track of their diving performance. jtb
Diving Statistics LogBook - Free download at Freewebhosts. jtb Diving Statistics LogBook for Windows 7,jtb Diving Statistics
LogBook,Free download at Freewebhosts.. Get Jtb Diving Statistics LogBook for Windows 7 jtb Diving Statistics LogBook.
This is jtb Diving Statistics LogBook and it has been downloaded 5948 times. If you want to download jtb Diving Statistics
LogBook and it isn't in this list
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Advanced dive logbook for Uwatec JtB Dive LogBook Serial Key allows you to record various diving information with an easy
and intuitive graphical user interface and the capability to quickly upload your dive profiles into your Uwatec Dive Computer.
This dive logger is also able to communicate with Uwatec Dive Computer and, depending on the type of communication
available, will sync your JtB Dive LogBook database with your Uwatec Dive Computer. This dive logger will allow you to: -
Record your dive history using logbook templates - Keep track of the number of dives performed in your logbook - Choose
your favourite window size - Personalize the window size - Edit text and data in your logbook - View all the data in your
logbook as statistical data or graphs - Sync dive information with your Uwatec Dive Computer - Backup and restore your
logbook - Export the data in various formats - Import your logbook into your Uwatec Dive Computer JtB Dive LogBook is very
easy to install and use. Simply download the JtB Dive LogBook software to your PC and run the setup wizard to have JtB Dive
LogBook ready to work in no time. JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you
create and manage an advanced logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a
setup window will be displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user interface of
the program is quite neatly organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The
windows can be docked or moved as you desire, and they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple
windows with statistics and information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows
quick syncing JtB Dive LogBook allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your
PC. The statistics uploaded into JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful
overview of the diver's performance. Insightful statistics about the locations and number of dives The application allows you to
put together an in-depth database of information and statistics about the number of dives, the date and location, giving you an
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JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an advanced
logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window will be displayed, so
you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user interface of the program is quite neatly
organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked or
moved as you desire, and they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple windows with statistics and
information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows quick syncing JtB Dive LogBook
allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your PC. The statistics uploaded into
JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful overview of the diver's performance.
Insightful statistics about the locations and number of dives The application allows you to put together an in-depth database of
information and statistics about the number of dives, the date and location, giving you an insightful overview of your diving
activity. Also, from the statistics gathered by JtB Dive LogBook, you can analyze your diving performance improvement over
time. The application allows you to create multiple diver profiles and also, you can add various diving locations, for easily
selecting them when creating an event. For easily accessing the windows or actions you require, the program comes with various
shortcut keys, which can be customized in order to fit your needs. An advanced and reliable diving statistics logger JtB Dive
LogBook comes with an easy to use and ergonomic interface that allows you to record advanced and insightful information
about diving events, making the program an inspired solution for those who need to keep track of their diving performance.
Description: JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an
advanced logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window will be
displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user interface of the program is quite
neatly organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked
or moved as you desire

What's New In?

JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an advanced
logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window will be displayed, so
you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user interface of the program is quite neatly
organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked or
moved as you desire, and they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple windows with statistics and
information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows quick syncing JtB Dive LogBook
allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your PC. The statistics uploaded into
JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs, bar or pie charts, giving you an insightful overview of the diver's performance.
Insightful statistics about the locations and number of dives The application allows you to put together an in-depth database of
information and statistics about the number of dives, the date and location, giving you an insightful overview of your diving
activity. Also, from the statistics gathered by JtB Dive LogBook, you can analyze your diving performance improvement over
time. The application allows you to create multiple diver profiles and also, you can add various diving locations, for easily
selecting them when creating an event. For easily accessing the windows or actions you require, the program comes with various
shortcut keys, which can be customized in order to fit your needs. An advanced and reliable diving statistics logger JtB Dive
LogBook comes with an easy to use and ergonomic interface that allows you to record advanced and insightful information
about diving events, making the program an inspired solution for those who need to keep track of their diving performance.
Description: JtB Dive LogBook is a reliable and comprehensible software utility designed to help you create and manage an
advanced logbook of your dives. Clear and intuitive interface When first opening JtB Dive LogBook, a setup window will be
displayed, so you can configure the application with your personal settings. The graphic user interface of the program is quite
neatly organized and also can be customize in many ways, so as to obtain a personalized workspace. The windows can be docked
or moved as you desire, and they can be arranged in a tabbed format, allowing you to have multiple windows with statistics and
information available and ready any time. Communication with Uwatec Dive Computer allows quick syncing JtB Dive LogBook
allows you to sync your profile data from the Uwatec Dive Computer by connecting it to your PC. The statistics uploaded into
JtB Dive LogBook are then displayed as graphs
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System Requirements:

* Pentium 3 800MHz or faster * 8MB RAM * 128MB free hard disk space * Java Development Kit 1.3 (or later) * Windows
98/98SE/ME/NT/2000/XP (32bit/64bit) For programs created with Game Maker 5, instructions can be found here: + * All
images are scalable. * Images are vector
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